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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1 .1 The Countryside Commission for Scotland
was set up in 1 968 with the purpose of exercising
functions for the provision, development and
improvement of facilities for the enjoyment of
the Scottish countryside and for the conserva
tion and enhancement of the natural beauty and
amenity of that countryside. The Commission
was specifically enjoined to keep all matters
affecting these objectives under review and to
advise the Secretary of State on such matters as
seemed to the Commission necessary. Since
that time the Commission has given the Secre
tary of State advice on many matters affecting
the countryside in relation to the development
of Government policy generally and in relation
to specific matters arising under the Planning
Acts. This report, however, is the first major
submission of advice to Government on the
whole approach to the principal objectives for
which the Commission was set up and repre
sents a distillation of the Commission’s experi
ence and studies over the period of almost seven
years since it was established.

1.2 Almost alone amongst developed nations,
Scotland does not have national parks. Many
nations of the Third World have given the es
tablishment of such parks a high priority among
the many tasks facing them in the development
of their national resources. This apparent gap in
Scotland’s ability to protect and manage her
countryside is a matter to which we have given
much consideration over the years and to which
our attention is frequently drawn by visitors and
correspondents who express surprise at this ap
parent omission in a country renowned for the
quality of its landscape. We have been further
encouraged in this consideration by the interest
shown in this topic by the House of Commons

Select Committee on Land Resource Use, by
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the White Paper commenting upon the Report

of the Select Committee published in September

1973 (Cmnd 5428), and by the present admini

stration.

1.3 In our consideration we have taken as a

starting point the discussions which are re

corded in the report of Study Group No. 9 to

the Second Conference on “The Countryside in

1 970” in which it was recognised that national

parks are but one part of the answer to the con

servation and recreational needs of the nation

and that as these needs become more specialised

and widespread they could not be satisfied

within the bounds of national parks alone.

1 .4 We have studied with interest the history

of proposals for the creation of national parks

in Scotland, not least the report of the Ramsay

Committee in 1945 (Cmnd 6631) and we have
attempted to relate the considerations which
led to the decision not to implement the Ramsay
Committee recommendations regarding the es
tablishment of national parks in Scotland to the
situation as we find it today. In doing this we
have had to consider the dual purposes which
national parks are generally expected to serve
of preserving and enhancing their natural beauty
and making them available to people who want
to enjoy their special qualities. Both of these
functions are of the highest importance, but we
recognise that at times they will come into con
flict one with the other.

1.5 We have taken note also of the definition
of national parks and equivalent reserves as
listed by the United Nations (Appendix I)
as a consequence of which, where these two
functions are in conflict, conservation is seen
as the overriding factor. Although there are no
national parks as such, we know that certain
areas in Scotland do appear on the United

Nations’ list as equivalent reserves and that
these are subject to management by the Nature
Conservancy Council as national nature re
serves. To the extent that the conservation in
terest of an area is that of the conservation of
its scientific interest, the organisational arrange
ments to secure the national interest are already
provided for in an adequate way. What does not
exist at the national level is the designation and
management of areas for the conservation of
landscape of great beauty and for the conserva
tion of their educational or recreational interest.

1 .6 We have looked at the arrangements which
exist in some other countries and have recog
nised that for the most part these countries have
developed national parks in circumstances
where there were extensive tracts of land within
public domain which could be set aside for
these long-term conservation purposes. Within
such public domain it is possible to determine
land management policies which will achieve
the main objectives of the conservation of the
scientific, educational, recreational or landscape
interests. The determination and implementa
tion of these land management policies become
much more difficult in a situation of fragmented
land ownership, with great pressures on the
land to serve other purposes. The Scottish
countryside has increasingly to serve purposes
other than the traditional land uses of forestry,
agriculture or sport, such as major new indus
trial and recreational developments in areas pre

viously thought of as being remote and free
from pressures of this kind.

1 .7 We believe that it is necessary to seek new
and positive action both for the conservation of
areas of prime landscape interest — irrespective

of recreation use — and for the development of
recreation opportunities for the Scottish people

and for visitors from other parts of the United



Kingdom and abroad. We consider that the most
effective way to do this is unlikely to lie within
one conceptual framework designed to achieve
both ends. We therefore propose that the exist
ing arrangements for providing opportunities for
recreation in the countryside be developed in
a systematic way, with administration and res
ponsibility for expenditure being met at the ap
propriate levels of central and local government,
and that separate consideration be given to the
additional protection which we consider is re

quired in the interests of the conservation of our
best landscapes. These proposals do not in any
way preclude further consideration by Govern

ment of the question of the creation of national
parks in the internationally accepted sense,
either now or at some future date.

1 .8 The considerations which have led us to
make these recommendations and the way in
which these objectives may be achieved are set
out in this report.
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CHAPTER 2: THE BACKGROUND

2.1 The first attempt to secure legislation in
the interests of public recreation in the Scottish
countryside was the Access to the Mountains
(Scotland) Bill of 1884. Although it did not
reach the statute book, this Bill nevertheless
marked the beginning of an interest in public
recreation which was soon to become closely
linked with the parallel interest of the conserva
tion of countryside of high landscape quality.
However, the pressures on the Scottish country
side through the early part of the twentieth
century were nowhere as heavy as those in
England and, while the interest was maintained
by a number of voluntary bodies and dedicated
individuals, it was the impetus of planning for
post-war reconstruction during the Second
World War which promoted the next significant
step forward.

2.2 In 1945 a Report on National Parks (Cmd
6631) prepared by a committee under the chair
manship of Sir J. Douglas Ramsay included a
recommendation for the creation of national
parks in five areas of Scotland. These areas ex
tended to a total of about 1,870 sq miles or
about six per cent of the 30,000 sq miles of
Scotland’s land surface. They were (see Map 1):

square
miles

Loch Lomond/Trossachs . . . . 320

Glen Affric/Glen Cannich/Strathfarrar . 260

Ben Nevis/Glen Coe/Black Mount . . 640

The Cairngorms . . . . . 180

Loch Torridon/Loch Maree/Little Loch Broom. 500

MAP ONE
Areas suggested for designation as National Parks by
the Ramsay Committee in 1945.
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Moidart/Morar/Knoydart

Glen Lyon/Ben Lawers/Schiehallion

St. Mary’s Loch

of land as recommended in the Report of the

Scottish National Parks Committee in 1947.

2.6 For these and other reasons it was not
square seen as necessary at the time to apply to Scot
mi as

land the provisions of the National Parks and

140
Access to the Countryside Act 1 949, apart from

180
those sections dealing with nature conservation.
However, to safeguard the situation in what

were felt to be the most important areas, the

Secretary of State for Scotland identified five

of those listed in the Ramsay report in National

Park Direction Area Orders issued in 1948.
These Orders required the relevant local plan
ning authorities to submit to the Secretary of

State for scrutiny all planning applications for

development within these areas and gave the

Secretary of State the right to call in for deter
mination any he considered to warrant this
action. These National Park Direction Areas

still exist and, since 1968, the Secretary of

State has drawn the Commission into consul
tation in respect of selected applications for

development submitted to him by local plan-

fling authorities.

2.7 Part Ill of the National Parks and Access

to the Countryside Act 1 949, dealing with
nature conservation, has been widely used in
Scotland and today there are 41 National Nature
Reserves under the care of the Nature Con

servancy Council and 2 Local Nature Reserves
created and managed by local authorities. Al

though these reserves represent a sample of the
various types of natural and semi-natural habi
tats to be found in Scotland, there are many
more areas of similar high scientific interest not

yet subject to these formal conservation ar
rangements. Jointly with the Natural Environ
ment Research Council, the Nature Conser
vancy Council is preparing a review of these
areas which is expected to provide a basis for

A further three areas were recommended to be

placed on the reserve list for consideration at a

later date:

2.3 The Ramsay Committee defined a national

park in Scotland as being “ . . . . an extensive

tract of country of outstanding natural beauty

preferably also of scientific, cultural or historic

interest, owned or controlled by the nation, ac

cessible to all as a matter of right under suitable

regulations and administered by or on behalf

of the nation to the end that its distinctive values

may be preserved unimpaired for the enjoyment

and recreation of this and future generations.”

2.4 A further report, “National Parks and Con

servation of Nature in Scotland”, published by

the Scottish National Parks Committee and the

Scottish Wildlife Conservation Committee in

1 947, confirmed the general line recommended

by the Ramsay Committee and extended think

ing into the sphere of wildlife conservation. The

final report of the two committees, published in

1 949, set out proposals for nature reserves in

Scotland.

2.5 While the idea of national parks made

steady progress towards legislation in the early
post-war years in England and Wales, this was

not so in Scotland. Since access to the country

side was easy and apparently free, there was

neither significant pressure from landowners
about the extent of public access nor agitation
by recreational interests for a greater degree of
access. Furthermore, there was opposition in

some quarters to the idea of public ownership
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the selection of further reserves in the future. In
addition, many more areas are identified by the
Nature Conservancy Council as Sites of Special
Scientific Interest, in relation to which the
Council must be consulted before decisions are
taken on applications for planning consent.

2.8 The Forestry Commission began to develop
the first of what were then called National Forest
Parks in Scotland as long ago as 1935. Today
there are five Forest Parks, covering an area of
almost 400 square miles. While the Forestry
Commission’s primary interest is that of pro
ducing timber, in its forest parks considerable
areas of unpiantable and planted land are avail
able for public access and provisions for camp
ing and other recreation facilities have been
made. The Forestry Commission continues
throughout all its forests to develop recreation
facilities appropriate to the forest environment
in accordance with recreation plans prepared
for each Conservancy.

2.9 The National Trust for Scotland has a
number of extensive mountain properties —

Torridon and Ben Lawers are examples — which
are held for protection and public access. Many
of the activities of the Trust have an important
bearing on conservation and recreation in the
countryside.

2.10 Since 1949 a number of Areas of Great
Landscape Value have been designated by local
planning authorities in their County Develop
ment Plans for special protection against un
suitable types of development. There is no
doubt that land so designated has received a
measure of protection in this way but there has
been no common standard across Scotland as
a whole in the selection of these areas, so that
this particular pattern of designated land is in
consistent when looked at on a national scale.

2.11 Statutory green belts, established under
the Planning Acts, have also been employed
by authorities in the Clyde Valley and around
Edinburgh, Falkirk and Grangemouth and
Dundee. Some of the land affected is not of
particularly high landscape quality, but it never
theless offers some opportunities in terms of
open amenity and recreation space close to
major towns.

2.1 2 A further tool in the conservation of land
scape of quality is provided by Section 9 of the
Countryside (Scotland) Act which makes pos
sible the designation by the Secretary of State
of Areas of Special Planning Control, these
being areas of particular beauty or amenity or
having special characteristics worthy of pro
tection. Following designation local planning
authorities are required to consult with the
Commission on all or selected classes of deve
lopment proposals and the Commission makes
recommendations on how to dispose of these
applications. In the event of disagreement, the
Secretary of State may call in particular appli
cations for determination. This is the procedure
which we see being used to provide additional
protection for areas of national landscape im
portance to be reserved as a landbank for the
future. It could also have value as a protective
measure to assist with the conservation of the
recreational interest in regional parks and, with
the agreement of the local authorities con
cerned, we have already recommended the
designation of the area of the proposed Pent-
land Hills Regional Park as the first Area of
Special Planning Control in Scotland.

2.13 Since 1967 powers have been available
under the Countryside (Scotland) Act to create
country parks for open-air recreation. These
may be quite small areas though generally not
less than about 25 acres, with relatively inten
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sive countryside recreational use. They can be
run by one or more local authorities or by a
consortium of local authorities and voluntary
bodies. To date four such parks have been
designated in Scotland and others are in course
of development.

2.14 On a larger scale, Renfrew County Coun
cil have pioneered the development of what
they have called a regional park, over an ex
tensive area of countryside (about 45 sq miles)
within which recreation provision is made, al
though not all the land is available for public
access. Within the regional park there is a policy
of maintaining landscape character and pro
viding for kinds of recreation which can be
developed in association with existing land
uses. Similar development is now proposed for
the Pentland Hills.

2.1 5 The various designations which we have

described in this chapter are an indication
of the range of useful procedures available to
planning authorities and to central government
in relation to the conservation of natural beauty
and amenity and the development of recreational
opportunities. However, they are not adequately
co-ordinated and do not provide the compre
hensive framework for the management and
conservation of our recreational resources
which we consider is needed now in order to
reduce the element of conflict which already
exists with other land uses and which will in
evitably increase in the years ahead if we do not
make a greater effort to reconcile our recrea
tional needs with other land uses in the country
side. We believe that a systematic approach is
required if there is to be any real progress made
in providing adequate facilities and we go on
to develop this idea later in this report. First,
however, wethink itwould be helpfulto consider
the question of the establishment of national
parks and this we do in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: NATIONAL PARKS

3.1 In this chapter we set out the considera
tions which have led us to believe that the
creation of national parks in the international
sense of that term may not be the only or the
most effective way to achieve the potentially
conflicting objectives of improving or develop
ing facilities for the enjoyment of the Scottish
countryside and conserving its natural beauty
and amenity.

3.2 The international definition of national
parks and equivalent reserves, to which we
have already referred, requires thatthe protected
areas should not be materially altered by human
exploitation and that they should be managed
by the highest competent authority of the
country concerned with the scientific, educa
tional, recreational or landscape interest for
which they were established. In practice this
means that management must be in the hands
of a national agency with specific function and
authority to achieve the desired end. In Great
Britain there are a number of areas included
within the IUCN list*, mostly National Nature
Reserves managed by the Nature Conservancy
Council for their particular scientific interest,
but in terms of area they represent only a small
fraction of the total area of the countryside
which is of significance for recreational pur
poses or on account of its landscape quality.

3,3 We recognise, and applaud, this work
being done for the conservation of the scientific
interest of the countryside and have carefully
considered whether similar arrangements might

* United Nations List of National Parks and Equivalent
Reserves. International Union for Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources: International Commission on
National Parks. Published by Hayez (Brussels) 1971.
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be introduced in Scotland with the conservation
of landscape interest as the prime objective,
along with the development of opportunities for
appropriate kinds of recreation. If the com
munity at large considered that these objectives
were of overriding national importance, then
some suitable statutory and organisational
framework could, without doubt, be devised. It
would have to be understood, however, that
such a course would require legal and institu
tional changes affecting local government and
landowning and management interests, as well
as having significant implications for the
Exchequer.

3.4 Local government in this country has tra
ditionally had a major say in matters affecting
development and land use. The creation of a
new national agency to manage land for con
servation to the extent which would be neces
sary for landscape, amenity and appropriate
recreational purposes would mean that over
significant parts of their regions and districts,
the new local authorities would lose their major
role as determiners of development policy and
planning control. It can be argued that if this
loss is acceptable in terms of the conservation
of the scientific interest it might also be accept
able in terms of recreation or landscape con
servation. We think, however, that there is likely
to be a significantly greater area of land which
would be affected by these latter interests com
pared with the extent of national nature reserves
and other means of conserving the scientific
interest of the countryside. Whilst the land of
greatest interest for scientific conservation in
Scotland is generally under least pressure for
economic use, areas of landscape interest are
necessarily extensive and would certainly in
clude areas being used to a greater degree for
agriculture, forestry or sport and might also
include areas which would be of potential

development interest. Areas of recreational in
terest occur throughout countryside and will
need to be accommodated with the other
traditional land uses.

3.5 Given the traditional delegation of func
tions and responsibilities to local communities
in this country we think it appropriate that the
conservation of the landscape and the develop
ment of recreational opportunities should be
vested in the same authorities who are respon
sible for other community services. We con
sider, however, that in some matters there is
need for some national influence in relation to
the areas thought to be of greatest landscape
value or areas where the recreational interest is
satisfying a national rather than a regional or
district demand. The ways in which we think
this national influence might be brought to bear
are set out later in Chapter 5.

i 3.6 The creation of a national agency to
manage land for recreational purposes or land
scape conservation would, of course, be rela
tively straightforward if the major areas of land
were in public ownership. In practice, apart
from land held by the Forestry Commission or
by the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries
for Scotland as a consequence of its historical
association with land settlement policies, most
land in Scotland is privately owned. For the
most part it is being managed for the traditional
land uses of agriculture, forestry or sport and
the high quality of the landscapes which we
recognise and appreciate is, at least in part, a
consequence of the management of the land
for these purposes. It should not be thought,
however, that these land uses are unchanging
and generally it would be no part of the policy
of any such national conservation agency to
prevent changes in these traditional land use
practices for sound long-term social or eco



nomic reasons. It has to be recognised that the
only way of ensuring that these changes would

be in the long-term interest of the nation as a
whole would be either by vesting ownership in
a national agency or, at the very least, by giving
such an agency absolute land use control. This
would represent a major change in the tradi
tional freedom of landowners and occupiers to
use their land as they wished, provided that any
changes in land use were not such as to require

permission under the Planning Acts. Outright

acquisition would clearly have substantial fin
ancial implications for the Exchequer and there
also might be major cost implications for even
a modified control implicit in the alternative
course of assuming land use control to a
greater degree than exists at the present time.

3.7 We also note that the general duty of en
suring that there is adequate recreation pro

vision in the countryside at the presenttime rests

with the local authorities. It is at least possible

that if a national agency was set up with the
specific function of making such provision in

respect of national recreation demand there

would be a diminution of local authority res
ponsibility and, with the pressure for the alloca

tion of scarce resources of staff and finance to
many other activities of concern to local
authorities, there would be a significant risk

that the overall effort put into recreational pro

vision would be less than under the existing

arrangement. To be effective, moreover, any

national agency would have to have planning

powers in relation to the land within its control

which would mean removing from the local
democratic process a significant part of the
present power vested in it. Whatever may be
the merits or demerits of the idea, we have con
cluded that our objectives may be achieved in
co-operation with the local authorities without
such dramatic changes in our traditional pro
cedures.

3.8 There is no doubt that the question of
whether or not Scotland should have national
parks in the internationally accepted sense will
continue to be debated from time to time. In
deed, Government may itself decide at some
stage that it would be appropriate to have a
further review of this question and the Country
side Commission for Scotland would, of course,
be prepared to contribute to discussion on this
issue. We recognise that it has implications for
many other interests who will wish to be con
sulted. We consider that our objectives in re
lation to the improvement and development of
facilities for the enjoyment of the countryside
may be achieved by new legislative provision
for the designation of regional and special parks
on lines set out in succeeding chapters and that
a greater measure of protection may be given
to areas of particular landscape significance by
designating them as Areas of Special Planning
Control under Section 9 of the Countryside
(Scotland) Act. Within these areas, particular
planning policies would be operated by the ap
propriate regional, general and district planning
authorities in consultation with the Countryside
Commission for Scotland,
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CHAPTER 4: A RECREATIONAL SYSTEM
FOR SCOTLAND

4.1 In describing a system for informal recrea
tion that is capable of being integrated with
other planning and management goals for the
countryside, we recognise that the initial ap
proach must be as comprehensive as possible
and must reach beyond countryside to connect
with urban recreation provision as well as the
many facets of organised sport and tourism. We
have re-examined the present arrangements in
Scotland, based upon the provision of the
Countryside (Scotland) Act, and we have been
impressed by the way in which the existing
statutory machinery has stood the test of ex
perience since 1967. In our proposal we seek
to build upon these arrangements rather than to
replace them with something entirely novel.

4.2 We have also looked at the way recreation
provision has been organised in other countries
to see what lessons might be drawn from the
experience of others faced with similar prob
lems. We have noted with particular interest the
principles set out in the Nationwide Outdoor
Recreation Plan prepared in 1 973 by the Bureau
of Outdoor Recreation of the United States De
partment of the Interior. Within this plan ac
count is taken of the responsibilities and plans
of the various federal agencies, and the similar
aspirations of the state administrations and their
political sub-divisions. In the plan are set out
statements about the needs and demands of the
public for outdoor recreation and the current
and foreseeable availability of outdoor recrea
tion resources to meet these and possibly
greater needs in the future. Attempts are also
made to identify critical outdoor recreational
problems and to suggest ways of meeting these
demands and problems at each level of govern
ment and by private interests. An essential ob
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jective of the plan is to satisfy these require
ments for recreation opportunities whilst at the
same time conserving the recreational resource.
Although we do not suggest that the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation administrative procedures
can or should be adopted for use in Scotland,
we do think that the principles of attaching
responsibility for planning and implementation
to the appropriate level of government agency
and of conserving the recreational resource are
fundamental to any well prepared system and
should be adopted in any new proposals for
this country.

4.3 Our proposals set out for a recreational
system for Scotland, therefore, take account of
the existence of interests in outdoor recreation
at national level — the Scottish Office itself, the
national agencies such as the Scottish Sports
Council, the Scottish Tourist Board, and our
selves as well as the interests of the regional and
district authorities. We also have regard to the
roles of owners and occupiers of land and of
the organisations representing “user” interests
in countryside recreation.

4.4 In considering the preparation of a com
prehensive recreation system, it is imperative to
set aside any urban-orientated idea that outdoor
recreation is solely to be equated with organised
play facilities, athletics, golf or other activities
which require built or specially laid out facilities.
These must be included in recreation planning,
but the full scope of outdoor recreation reaches
from the back garden and local play area to re
mote country possessing high wilderness value.
Drawing upon the report of the Outdoor Recre
•ation Resources Review Committee (ORRRC)
published in 1 962, a system for classifying out
door recreation resources based upon the con
cept that particular types of resources and areas
should be managed for definite uses or corn-

binations of uses is suggested. In Table I we
have produced a version of this classification
prepared by Brockman and Merriam.* Several
British workers, including notably Professor
A. S. Travis,t have attempted to adapt the
ORRRC classification for use in preparing
regional and sub-regional recreational planning
strategies. For our present purposes we think
it sufficient to regard this classification as a
convenient means of analysing recreational
planning and management issues rather than
to look upon it as a firm framework upon which
to develop proposals for application in Scotland.

4.5 In comparing the ORRRC classification
with our Scottish situation we see a similar
pattern stretching from high-density recreation
areas, usually but not always in or near towns,
to low-density recreation areas which are
generally remote from urban areas. This con
ceptual gradation in the use of land for recrea
tion is generally associated with other factors
whose characteristics also change in graded
ways. Thus, intensive recreational use can often
be accommodated in fairly small areas whereas
low-intensity recreation is usually, but not
always, land hungry. Where recreation is in
tensive it must generally be the dominant land
use, whereas low-intensity recreational activi
ties almost always occur on land subject to
multiple use and are generally of secondary or
even lower importance to other uses such as
upland agriculture, deer-stalking or water
catchment. Intensive recreational use generally
requires high initial capital investment and

Recreationa/ Use of Wild Lands. C. F. Brockman and L. C.
Merriam. Published by McGraw-Hill 1973.

fRecreation Planning for the Clyde. Professor A. S. Travis.
Published by The Scottish Tourist Board 1 970.
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must be well served by good communications,
whereas low-intensity use may require little or
no capital work and can exist where communi
cations are poor or even hazardous.

4.6 In practice this conceptual pattern some
times breaks down and a generalised recrea
tional system must be sufficiently flexible to
cope with seeming misfits in the idealised pic
ture. For example, in the second column of
Table I — Characteristics of ORRRC, Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation Land Classification — it is
pointed out that Class VI sites are located
“where sites exist” and, although there fre
quently may be a positive relationship in the
intensity of use of Class VI sites and their near
ness to towns, places such as Inverewe Gardens
in Wester Ross and John O’Groats in Caithness
stand out as relatively intensively used sites,
notwithstanding their remote location relative
to Scotland’s main centres of population. It is
also necessary to understand the extreme
seasonality of much outdoor recreation — a
great deal of it limited to July and August —

and the fact that low average annual numbers
do not necessarily reflect the often intensive
use at peak visitor periods, for which commen
surate built facilities may be required.

4.7 Thus, intensively used recreation sites
may in themselves range from those used
throughout much of the year — such as town
parks and coastal open spaces convenient to
towns — to locations distant from large towns
(but sometimes near small ones) which experi
ence short periods of heavy use. The latter are
often located close to countryside of high land
scape value and in Scotland such short season
sites frequently occur in narrow cul-de-sac
glens leading deep into wilderness-type moun
tainous areas, into which a proportion of more
active people will penetrate from the valley

floor. The amount of this off-the-road pene
tration on foot varies greatly from place to place
and, although hard information is generally
lacking, it is probable that any viewpoints
physically accessible and within a few miles of
a road, are likely to be subject to some kind of
recreational pressure, reducing in intensity as
the road-to-summit distance (or walking time)
increases.

4.8 An outdoor recreational system tailored to
Scottish needs must not therefore automatically
assume that all mountainous locations fall into
the low-intensity of use category, nor may it
always be realistic to plan for the management
of recreational demands by drawing notional
lines demarcating large areas of heartland un
suitable for any kind of development, particu
larly if such heartland areas are already subject
to recreational use, albeit only seasonally. On
the other hand, as is shown by Map 2, the only
large remaining areas of countryside relatively
remote from public roads in Britain are to be
found in Scotland. Thus, their significance in a
recreational system and the need to conserve
the wilderness-type values produce a special
onus of responsibility to cherish an attribute
which is important in Britain as a whole, and
perhaps in Europe too, where remote country is
also increasingly coming under pressure.

4.9 Indeed, from our discussions with North
American agencies concerned with outdoor
recreation, both in Canada and the United
States, we have found that some attitudes there
are paralleled in Scotland, based on the false
belief that a vast amount of remote, “unused”
country still exists requiring no special action
to protect its recreational value. In fact, even
in respect of the immensely greater road-free
areas of Northern Canada, federal agencies now
recognise that the frontiers of remoteness no
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TABLE I

Characteristics of ORRRC, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Land Classes

ORRRC
BOR Recreation Physical
class Location Developments activities characteristics

High-density Urban but may be Intensive; Activity-orientated Attractive; natural or
recreation in national parks exclusively for sports, games etc man-made
areas recreation

II
General outdoor More remote Less intensive than Extensive; fishing, Attractive; natural to
recreation than I usually I, but picnic, camp- water sports, man-made
areas grounds, man-made games etc

facilities including
hotels, stores,
ski areas etc

Ill
Natural More remote Limited .— roads, Related to natural Natural; attractive
environment than I or II; largest trails, camping, environment; hiking, settings; varied
areas acreage class picnic facilities; camping, boating, landforms, lakes etc

multiple-use hunting etc
management

Iv
Unique Any place Very limited; Study of natural Outstanding natural
natural features found walks, trails etc features, features, scenic,
areas sightseeing scientific, geologic,

part of a larger unit
usually

V
Primitive V.a — where None to limited Wilderness hiking, Natural, wild;
areas established under trails; usually no camping etc undeveloped; away

Wilderness Act. motor equipment from civilisation
V.b — usually
remote from cities

VI
Historic and Where sites exist Limited — walks, Sightseeing, study Associated with
cultural sites interpretive centres of sites historic, cultural

etc interests, national.
state, local
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longer exist in a pure form, just as in Scotland

some areas judged remote in terms of the

criteria used to draw Map 2 are actually no

longer the virtually trackless and wild landscape
of even a few decades ago (see Map 3). It is of

particular interest to note in the Report of the

Defence Lands Committee* the finding that

“the notion that there are large areas in this
country and particularly in Scotland available
for use for defence purposes has proved on

examination to be a fallacy”.

4.1 0 It is the Commission’s view that its over

all responsibilities for enjoyment of countryside
must take account of all types of activity. The
generalisation that man is a gregarious animal

does not reduce the importance of providing

for enjoyment alone or in small groups. There
fore, in terms of a recreation system, the selec

tion, designation, planning and management of

areas must have regard for interests seeking

low-density recreation situations as well as for
congregations of people satisfied with or pre

ferring high-density use areas. Nor is this need

for the conservation of the quality of remoteness

limited to recreation activities. In our perceptu
ally shrinking world, the armed services and
many education authorities are having to pene

trate ever further into wilderness-type country
in order to experience situations of physical
hardship and challenge. As a result, conflicts
arise between different groups of people carry

ing out closely similar outdoor activities, as well

as between recreation and nature conservation
uses of countryside, and between either of these
and other more traditional uses of rural land.

4.11 It follows that in terms of conservation of
countryside for outdoor recreation, we wholly

*Report of the Defence Lands Committee (Chairman: Lord

Nugent of Guildford). Published by HMSO 1973.

commend for Scotland that objective of the US

Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan which

calls for better resource conservation at all/eve/s
of a recreation system. This point is fundamental
to the translation of a recreation system into a

park system. Conservation responsibilities must

run hand in hand with intensities of recreational

use. They do not necessarily diminish in areas

subject to gregarious recreation, nor necessarily

increase where fewer people penetrate for the

purposes of enjoying natural beauty. Indeed, it

is our view that outdoor recreation objectives

should be seen as providing as strong support

forcountryside conservation as might arguments
based on other values, such as landscape char

acter or wildlife conservation. Thus, for example,

it would be wrong to assume that a Scottish

Outdoor Recreation Plan would seek to maxi

mise the use of every potentially suitable recre
ational environment, or that where it did not
seek to do this, the main reason would be

because the forecast demand failed to justify
such action. On the contrary, in some situations

— notwithstanding that existing demand might

clearly point to decisions leading to greater use

— a properly balanced recreation plan could re

commend strict limitations or even reductions

on existing use, not for other conservation aims,
but specifically in recreation planning terms so

as to conserve a particular type of recreation

value.

MAP TWO
A map of ‘remote areas’ in the British Isles compiled

and drawn at University College London from the

latest one inch maps issued by the Ordnance Survey.

Disagreements with other maps of remoteness may

appear where tarred roads as shown are newer than

the base maps or where they are not open to the

public. This map is reproduced from Conservation in

Practice edited by A. Warren and F. B. Goldsmith

published by John Wiley and Son Limited 1974.
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Area more than 2 miles
from a tarred road

Area more than 5 miles
from a tarred road

Soti rce : 0. S. 1”to imlIe, 7th series
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41 2 In this chapter we have identified the (v) Better resource conservation is an es
following main points: sential objective of a nationwide recre

ation plan. It is an essential part of such
(i) An outdoor recreation system must be a plan, and must be capable of imposing

comprehensive, embracing a spectrum restraints in recreation terms every bit
from urban to remote wild land country. as stringent as for other conservation

values.
(ii) It must have regard to the functions and

duties of all central and local govern
ment agencies, especially those having
overlapping interests in the areas of
recreation provision and resource con
servation.

(iii) A recreation classification of the type
shown in Table I is a useful means of
analysing recreation planning issues,
but it should not be assumed that factors
such as intensive use, proximity to
towns, needs for small areas with high
capital costs will always be ranked to
gether at one end of the spectrum of
recreation resources and facilities, in
opposition to factors such as low
intensity use, remoteness from towns,
large areal needs and low capital costs.

(iv) Public responsibilities for recreation — at
national and local government level —

should be as concerned with ensuring
enjoyment of countryside by people
practising minority, land-hungry activi
ties, as by those practising gregarious
activities. A balanced nationwide recre
ation plan takes account of both types
of need.

MAP THREE

Modification of remote area inset on Map 2. Data
from A. Watson (Mountain Life, December, 1973).
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CHAPTER 5: A PARK SYSTEM FOR
SCOTLAND

5.1 Having considered the principles which
might usefully provide the basis for a compre
hensive outdoor recreational strategy for Scot
land, we now go on to set out our ideas for a
“park” system, which would be an important
component of such a recreational strategy. The
chief characteristic of a park system is that it
relates to land designated as “parks” — that is
to say only those recreational areas which are
designated as part of the system will fall within
it, and other areas remain as separate entities,
related in terms of overall planning for recrea
tion but not necessarily subject to integrated
management. It is therefore necessary to under
stand that many recreational facilities such as
golf courses, sports pitches and sports centres
lie outwith the park system as may many
Countryside (Scotland) Act provisions, such as
picnic sites, footpaths, long-distance routes and
the general network of provisions which local
authorities are empowered to create. The essen
tial difference between this sort of provision and
the park system which we now go on to propose
is the way in which the facilities within parks are
related to each other to achieve the objectives
for which the park was created and the inte
grated management of these facilities which
will be provided by the regional or district
authority or park committee concerned.

5.2 The first category of park which we would
include within a formal system is the urban park,
for which the necessary statutory authority al
ready exists, although in many cases they are
outwith our strict remit in that they do not lie

within designated countryside. We mention this
category, however, to make it clear beyond any
question that we see the park system as pro-
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viding for the whole spectrum of our outdoor
recreational needs, starting in the towns and
cities and spreading out from there into the
coii ntrys ide.

5.3 The next category of park which we would
include within the system is the country park,
for which there is statutory authority in the
Countryside (Scotland) Act. In that Act a
country park is defined as a park or pleasure
ground in the countryside which by reason of
its position in relation to major concentrations
of population affords convenient opportunity to
the public for the enjoyment of the countryside
or for open-air recreation. We have given advice
to local authorities about the sorts of proposals
for country parks which we would be prepared
to recommend to the Secretary of State for
grant-aid towards the cost of their creation and
development and for certain operating expendi
ture. In the main we see country parks as
being owned by or in the management of one
or more local authorities and serving three main
functions. They provide convenient areas within
which people may enjoy a wide range of open-
air leisure pursuits, both active and passive, in
pleasant surroundings of a predominantly rural
character. They may be designed to ease pres
sure of public use on vulnerable scenic and
wildlife areas, on woodland and on intensively
used farmland. They also help towards im
proving the understanding by the public of the
need for conservation through planned and
controlled use of some parts of the countryside
for leisure pursuits and could include an edu
cational function to this end. These parks are
not likely to be much below 10 hectares (25
acres) in area and because of the need to have
the land managed in order to ensure that the
dominant use for recreation is attainable, not
many will be much larger than, say, 400 hectares

(1,000 acres). Within these parameters there
is room for a great deal of flexibility about the
particular objective and design of individual
parks and even the four country parks so far
designated in Scotland demonstrate the variety
which can be achieved within the terms of the
present legislation.

5.4 Whilst progress in creating country parks
in Scotland so far has been in some respects
disappointing, we think that there are many
opportunities for such developments available
to the new local authorities and we look forward
to co-operating with them in the promotion of
many country parks within the definition already
set out. In this connection it is worth noting the
coincidence of a need for intensive recreation
areas convenient to many of our major centres
of population and the existence of derelict in
dustrial sites capable of reclamation and use for
this purpose. The work already done at Strath
clyde Park and at Lochore Meadows in Fife
demonstrates what can be achieved and we
hope to see many more such developments
which contribute both to the creation of new
facilities for the enjoyment of the countryside
and to the improvement of its natLiral beauty
and amenity.

5.5 In looking to the future development of
country parks, it should be recognised that the
original notion that all country parks would
probably be situated fairly close to the main
cities and towns is no longer part of the ac
cepted thinking on the subject. There is no
maximum distance laid down in the Country
side (Scotland) Act and taking account of the
increased mobility of visitors to the countryside,
we have already indicated that the Commission
is prepared to consider proposals anywhere in
designated countryside where it can be justified
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in terms of an overall recreational strategy.*

Nevertheless, country parks are intended to
serve as recreational facilities convenient to
centres of population and it therefore seems to
us appropriate that, although they are created
in accordance with overall recreational strategies
for wider than district territories and may on
occasion include specific facilities of regional or
even national significance, many will be set up

and managed by the new district authorities.
There may, however, be cases where it is con
venient to consider the setting up of ranger

services to operate throughout a district or, in

some cases, throughout a region. In such cases
there would be a value in considering some
sort of joint management arrangement between

districts or between districts and regions as

appropriate.

5.6 The next category of park which we pro
pose within the system is the regional park.
These already exist or are being contemplated
by local authorities at the present time. For
instance, the Clyde/Muirshiel Regional Park
was set up by Renfrew County Council, based
upon their country park at Muirshiel and upon
development at Castle Semple and Barr Loch
near Lochwinnoch. Other features have been
or are being developed at Cornalees Bridge and
at Lunderston Bay. These developments are to
be linked by access and footpath agreements
to provide an integrated series of recreational

facilities which are spread over a very extensive
area. Within the bounds of this area, of course,
much of the land which makes up the landscape
being enjoyed by visitors is not actually avail
able for use for recreation, except to the extent
that access and footpath agreements may even
tually be negotiated. Depending upon particular
pressures in future, more and more of this land
may eventually come into some form of direct
recreational use, but for the present it is princi

pally devoted to agriculture, forestry, water
catchment or sport, or to some combination of
these uses.

5.7 We see these regional parks, where rec
reation is the dominant form of land use in
selected parts only, as larger and more diverse
in character and ownership than a country park
and so less suited to a unified management pro
gramme. Regional parks are intended to provide

a comprehensive system of public access to

countryside, ranging from areas of nil or low

recreational use to sites used intensively, in
cluding picnic sites and possibly one or more

country parks, and linked by footpaths or wider
areas over which access agreements could be

negotiated. Because of the diversity of land use

and their size, such parks cannot be regarded as

being merely large country parks. We consider

that they would serve two vital functions within

an overall recreational strategy. First, they would

provide in the short-term comprehensive facili

ties to satisfy immediate demands for a variety

of recreational uses and second, they would

provide a longer term capability for further

development which could be negotiated as the

need arose.

5.8 It appears to us desirable that this concept

of a regional park should be given statutory

recognition in the same way as country parks

are recognised in Part IV of the Countryside

(Scotland) Act. Although the capital works
which are required within regional parks are

eligible for grant-aid in terms of present legis

lation, we consider that it is necessary to recog
nise the additional burden which falls upon local

authorities in operating these parks. Whereas

within country parks or smaller countryside rec

reational provisions it is possible to envisage that

*Countryside commission for Scotland Information Sheet

No. 4 — A Poilcy for Country Parks.
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visitor reception can be handled satisfactorily by
a ranger service reporting direct to departments
of leisure and recreation or to planning depart
ments within the appropriate authorities, we do
not think that this is sufficient for the develop
ment and management of regional parks. In our
view the management problems arising from
the operation of closely related recreational
provisions situated within fairly extensive areas
of land being used for other purposes require
the appointment of staff at senior management
level assigned specifically to such duties. This
management staff would be responsible for the
design of new developments, for the direction
of ranger and information services and for the
inevitable liaison duties which would arise out
of the operation of the park with the owners
and occupiers of land contained within its
overall boundaries but not directly in use for
recreation. We suggest that the cost of em
ploying staff assigned to regional park manage
ment and operational duties on a full-time basis
should be eligible for countryside grant at 75%
of gross expenditure.

5.9 Some regional parks would undoubtedly
draw visitors from quite extensive catchment
areas and we therefore see the new regional
authorities as being the responsible bodies to
set up and manage regional parks. We recog
nise, however, that it may well be that in certain
circumstances specific components of these
regional parks, such as country parks or picnic
sites, would also serve a more local function.
In these instances, we suggest that there might
be a case for region and district authorities
setting up a joint park committee for the pur
pose of managing the whole enterprise.

5.10 The fourth, and last, category of park
within our proposed system has many features
in common with the regional park already men-

tioned, but it is likely that they would have an
even more significant role to play in that they
would be facilities which were seen as satisfy
ing a national demand for recreational oppor
tunities rather than just a regional or local
demand. It is likely also that these special parks
would be situated in countryside of consider
able natural beauty and amenity, such as would
in any event single then out as national assets
requiring particular care and protection. They
would almost certainly already be under con
siderable pressure and we would propose for
discussion that special parks could be con
sidered in localities such as the Cairngorms,
Glen Nevis/Glen Coe and Loch Lomond/
Trossachs.

5.11 The sort of facilities which might be pro
vided in these special parks would not differ in
character from those which might be made
available elsewhere, but we think it likely that
the capital investment required would be sub
stantial in these cases in order to ensure that
there was adequate capability to allow the
proper management of the large number of
visitors expected and the high standard of
design commensurate with their significance
and their location within areas of high land
scape character. Even allowing for the re
grouping of local authorities into larger units,
it appears to us that these special parks would
be likely to arise mainly in areas with low popu
lation densities and, therefore, low rateable
income. Recognising the national significance
of these areas as part of our Scottish heritage,
we consider it right that the community as a
whole should take a greater share of the cost
of setting up and running these parks. We there
fore propose that a higher rate of grant would
be justified than the standard 75% which ap
plies generally for countryside provisions. We
think, also, that even the new regional authori
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ties would have difficulty in meeting the ad

ditional operating costs which would arise and

therefore we also propose that any identifiable

costs within the organisation of the regional

authorities concerned should be eligible for

grant-aid.

5.1 2 We propose that management of these

special parks should be the responsibility of

special park authorities appointed by the

regional and where appropriate district authori

ties — or joint authority appointed by two or

more authorities in the case of parks straddling

regional boundaries — supplemented by in

dependent members appointed by the Secre

tary of State to represent the national interest

within these parks. These park authorities would

have delegated to them all the functions of local

authorities relating to countryside provisions

generally.

5.13 In order to secure the integrity of the

democratic process and adequate recognition
of the national interest we propose that the in

dependent membership should be one-third of

the total membership of the park authority or

joint park authority. We would expect there to

be included within the independent membership
people with knowledge and interest in informal

recreation, particularly aspects of this subject

which relate to the character of the park con

cerned. If the park should include areas of

nature conservation interest, then we think it

right that the independent members should in

clude one or more persons knowledgeable
within this field.

5.14 We envisage these special parks as having

relevance in areas where low intensity recrea

tion will be one of the significant interests to be
provided for by the park committee. This implies

extensive use of access agreements and foot-
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path agreements which may be made by local
authorities under the Countryside (Scotland)
Act and it follows that this function would be
among those delegated to the park authority.
It is also implicit in designation of this kind that
the recreational use of the park area is funda
mental to its designation. The quality of this
type of recreation requires that there be a clear
recognition of its interest within planning
policies and development control within the
park and for this reason we think it essential
that the park authority should have delegated
to it the function of a district planning authority
for the area under its jurisdiction. We would
expect, also, that the high landscape quality of
the areas, and the special interest of making
recreational provision within them, would mean
that they would be designated as Areas of
Special Planning Control under Section 9 of
the 1967 Act.

5.1 5 So far as the statutory planning process
is concerned, it is our expectation that recrea
tion provision will be dealt with adequately in
structure plans as a subject in its own right,
with a strategy spelt out which realistically
relates the general location, nature, scale and
timing of recreational provision to the physical
resources available and the anticipated demands
upon them. Thus, structure plans can be ex
pected to show the broad disposition of the
major elements in existing and proposed recrea
tional provision, such as forest parks, regional
parks and possibly country parks. It would
follow that these special parks would be so
identified within structure plans and within this
context we would expect the park authority, as
a district planning authority, to prepare a special
local plan which would set out policies for the
future development of the area and for develop
ment control which would take account of the
special features which justified setting up the



park as a prime recreational resource.

5.16 There already exists in the Countryside
(Scotland) Act provision for access agreements
and footpath agreements between local auth
orities and landowners. Similar management
agreements are also available to the Nature
Conservancy Council in relation to the creation
of National Nature Reserves and certain types
of Sites of Special Scientific Interest. We con
sider that these types of management agree
ment represent a useful tool which should be
available to park authorities in relation to the
conservation of the landscape for the purpose
of improving or maintaining the recreational re
source of the park. These agreements would
allow for action being taken, or not being taken,
as the case may be, to avoid undesirable
changes in landscape arising from changes in
land management policy in exchange for the
payment of a consideration by the park auth
ority. For instance, it might be desirable to
maintain or to extend hardwood plantings in
some situations or to maintain a heather or
sheep-grazed moor rather than to allow for

drainage and agricultural improvement where
this was justified in terms of the recreational
interest. We therefore suggest that in any legis
lation relating to the park system the oppor
tunity should be taken to extend the present
limited range of management agreements to
cover this wider field.

5.17 So that management agreements may
not be looked upon simply as restrictions on
otherwise sound estate management, it would
be important to demonstrate clearly that they
offered positive advantages to landowners
beyond the amount of the consideration paid
for whatever restrictions were imposed on land
use. The main opportunities for doing this
would be through links with positive recreation
provision and management activities such as
ranger services, where these were appropriate,
which would help to channel the public into
less sensitive areas so that farming and forestry
could go on more easily than would otherwise
have been the case in a situation of a free-for-all
between visitors and local interests. IL
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CHAPTER 6: LANDSCAPE
CONSERVATION

6.1 It will be evident that the arrangements
which we have set out so far relate to recreation
provision and that insofar aswe have considered
questions affecting the conservation of the
landscape we have done so in terms of con
servation of that resource for recreation pur
poses. This emphasis is not to be taken to mean
that we are not also concerned to protect the
integrity of the many beautiful parts of Scotland
which we do not think should be designated as
parks under the recreational system which we
have described — at least for the foreseeable
future. For the reasons which we set out in
Chapter 3, we do not recommend that national
parks in the internationally accepted sense are
necessary to conserve landscape as such in
Scotland. Indeed, there is a school of thought
that the mere act of designation without the
most stringent control policies affecting deve
lopment and visitor use contains the seed of
destruction of the very resource it is sought to
protect, by attracting large numbers of visitors
and developers to an area which at present may
not be under undue pressures of this kind.

6.2 We take the view, however, that there are
areas of Scotland which contain landscapes of
unsurpassed attractiveness which must be con
served as part of our national heritage. These
areas are of a standard which might well have
merited national park status had we felt it ap
propriate to promote such a system in Scotland.
Generally they are remote from major centres
of population and probably not under any sig
nificant pressures for development at present,
although in some cases there is a low level of
recreational use by the more adventurous
walkers and climbers. We consider that such
areas should be identified in regional structure
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plans as being worthy of special recognition
and protection and that policies to achieve this
end should be written into the structure and
local plans. We further suggest that the national
interest in the conservation of these areas
should be recognised by the Secretary of State
formally designating them as Areas of Special
Planning Control. This mechanism has the ad
vantage — albeit unintentional — of having a
title unlikely to conjure up any expectation of
particular provision for casual visitation. The
system would, however, make it possible for
there to be a national overview of planning
policies and control in these nationally select
areas. We have been carrying out a review of
areas which might possibly merit such desig
nation and if our proposals are accepted in
principle we would hope to be ready to consult
with regional and district authorities concerned
about making proposals to Government well
before the legislation, which would be neces
sary for the other parts of our proposals, could
be enacted.

6.3 This arrangement is intended to secure
these areas against any undesirable develop
ment, but it should be recognised that a few
of them may be under a certain amount of
visitor pressure already, even if they do not
justify designation as special parks. It has to be
recognised that over the remaining decades of
this century, pressures for more recreation pro
vision in such areas are likely to increase rather
than decrease. We see as one of the benefits of
the arrangement which we are proposing that
it would secure these few areas for consider
ation for designation as special parks in the
future if this should ever be required. The desig
nation of Areas of Special Planning Control
would have a similar effect to that of the
National Park Direction Area Orders issued by
the Secretary of State in 1 948. We therefore

expect that after our appraisal of areas requiring
this protection now, and consultations with the
regional and district authorities concerned, Sec
tion 9 Orders would replace the earlier NPDA
Orders which were based upon the findings of
the Ramsay Committee.

6.4 Outwith the statutory planning field there
are other opportunities to influence land use
policies and they are broadly of two kinds. First
are those which secure an element of land use
control through legislation other than the Plan-
fling Acts and, second, are the aspects which
might be made possible under new legislation.

6.5 In the first category would be powers to
control or restrict by regulation through Section
32 of the Countryside Act 1 968 types of traffic
on certain public roads, e.g. trailer caravans at all
times or all traffic except for riparian interest at
some times. The powers of the Nature Con
servancy Council to declare National Nature
Reserves and to notify Sites of Special Scien
tific Interest under the National Parks and
Access to the Countryside Act 1 949 would also
come within this category, along with the ability
of the Council to advise on the development of
a wildlife policy and possibly to finance or
grant-aid elements of it. Limitations regarding
landing and low flying by helicopters and other
special types of aircraft over certain areas of
wild and remote country would also be a matter
for consideration.

6.6 The second category, controls possible
under new legislation, we see as being taken
up with promoting the idea of management
agreements to which we have already referred
in relation to special and regional parks. In
relation to parks generally, of course, the ob
jective of the management agreement would be
to conserve the resource for the recreational use
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to which it is being put, whereas in Areas of
Special Planning Control designated on land
scape grounds the objective would be to main
tain the character of the particular area
concerned. For instance, it might be that it
would be appropriate to fence off an area of
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open woodland from grazing in order to allow
regeneration or to carry out underplanting in
the interests of improving the character of the
landscape. In other situations, the objective
might be to maintain a grazing regime in an
open landscape.



CHAPTER 7: FINANCE

7.1 Given the broad range of possible courses
of action which might be followed if some or
all of the ideas set out in this report were to be
adopted, we cannot put forward firm figures of
the probable cost of the creation of a park
system for Scotland. That there would be in
creased expenditure of public funds is incon
trovertible, some in the nature of monies to be
spent on “new” activities, but probably much
more by way of increased expenditure under
existing legislation. So far as the new activities
are concerned, these are management agree

ments affecting the use of land within the park
system and Areas of Special Planning Control
where they lie outwith the park system, the pro
vision of ranger services outwith areas where
they may operate under existing legislation, the
support proposed for local authorities in respect
of their management costs for regional parks
and the increased rate of grant suggested for
the creation and operation of special parks.

7.2 The most obvious sector where expendi
ture will increase is, of course, that of grant-aid
to local authorities under the Countryside
(Scotland) Act. This expenditure will be in
respect of works within special, regional and
country parks and on individual provisions in
the network of picnic sites, trails, car parks and
the like which will be required. This increased
expenditure is not, in our view, to be regarded
just as a consequence of introducing a park
system as much of it will have to be met anyway
as part of local authorities’ efforts to make pro
vision for the public to enjoy the countryside.
We expect that if this expenditure can be made

‘on works which are part of the co-ordinated
park system, then it will be spent to better
effect than might otherwise be the case, but
that the actual demand for additional cash in
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this respect may be no greater than may in any

event be expected under the present arrange

ments.

7.3 It is sometimes overlooked in discussion

that the Countryside (Scotland) Act is not the

only source of funds for recreation and leisure

provision. Large sums have been made avail

able under the Industrial Development Act for

the reclamation of industrial wastelands which

are now being put to good use for recreation

purposes at Strathclyde Park and Lochore

Meadows. Similar resources are expected to be

available for other projects such as the reclam

ation of the Ballachulish slate tips where there

will be an outstanding opportunity for further

recreation provision. The Scottish Tourist Board

and the Scottish Sports Council can and do

spend substantial sums on provisions which

could well be accommodated within the park

system as proposed. The Forestry Commission

and the Nature Conservancy Council both make

provision for visitors to their land as may the

Electricity Boards and the Water Authorities. To

the extent that all these bodies develop an in

creasing momentum for their visitor reception

activities, this must be seen as added public

sector involvement in countryside provision and

for our part we see a park system as a positive

contribution to the development of recreation

and tourism in Scotland.

7.4 Another source of funds is the general

public who use the facilities which are provided.

There are divergent and often strongly held

views on the question of raising revenue from

countryside facilities. Some hold that people

who are asked to pay for a service will the

better appreciate what is available, others con

sider that often quite substantial investments

will be used by more people if admission is free..

We feel it is not always appreciated by those

debating this issue that in many cases charges
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are already being levied for some facilities and

that it is possible to demonstrate that there is a

readiness on the part of the visitor to make a

contribution towards the cost of provision. For

instance, it could not be held that the charges

levied for admission to the Cuizean Country

Park or to the East Lothian coastal car parks

have in any significant way affected the

numbers of people flocking to these locations.

For the purposes of this paper we do not adopt

an attitude one way or the other in this debate,

but rather we note that there may be significant

sources of money available from revenues re

lated to a park system.

7.5 There is one area, however, where we do

clearly see the need for immediate injection of

national funds. This is in the provision of

management and ground staff. Unless people

of the right calibre are recruited to plan, ad

minister and manage the park system outlined

in this report, it can never develop to its full

potential. In as much as we see this task falling

primarily to the regional and district authorities,

it follows that the staff cost falls to them also

and in this we are not convinced that it would

be universally fair, at least in the formative years

and in areas where the total income from rates

is low. In our view there is a clear need for ex

penditure upon the cost of park planning and

management staff at both regional and special

park levels to be eligible for countryside grant

and we would look forward to discussing the

implications of this recommendation in detail

once it is agreed in principle.

7.6 To sum up: in this chapter we have dis

cussed some of the premises which need to be

taken into account in calculating the cost of a

park system for Scotland, but we have not sug

gested a total figure. We believe that to do so

at this early stage would be premature and

probably unrealistic.



CHAPTER 8: FUNCTIONAL
RESPONSIBILITIES AND
RELATIONSHIPS

8.1 We have recognised from the outset of this
review that any major proposals which we might
bring forward would have implications for all
levels of central and local government in terms
of new responsibilities. We have made every
effort, however, to relate these new responsi
bilities to the present functions of each part of
the Scottish administrative organisation. Thus,
we see special parks, with their particular
national interest, being designated by the Sec
retary of State, on the advice of the Commission
and after consultation with local authorities and
organisations representative of landowning,
farming and forestry interests and also taking
account of the views of national statutory
agencies and others with particular interests
such as nature conservation, recreation, water
catchment and other land uses.

8.2 Regional parks would be designated by
Regional or General Planning Authorities, again
with advice from the Commission and after con
sultation with all the other interests mentioned
above. Country parks would continue to be
designated by either level of planning authority
as is permitted under present legislation, and the
Commission would maintain its advisory interest
in respect of them through consultation by
regional and district authorities on their recre
ation planning strategies.

8.3 We propose that the financial arrange
ments in relation to the entire park system
should be developed upon the basis of the
present countryside grants, that is to say that
the Exchequer contribution would take the
form of specific grants paid by the Secretary of
State to the park authorities in the case of
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special parks and to the local authorities con

cerned in the case of regional and country

parks. These grants would be in respect of ex

penditure approved by the Secretary of State

on the advice of the Commission, as at the

present time under the Countryside (Scotland)

Act. The scope of eligible expenditure would,

of course, be extended to include not only items

which are at present eligible, such as capital

works and limited recurring expenditure, but

also expenditure in respect of operating costs

and management agreements which have been

referred to in this review. With this significant

increase in recurring expenditure it will be

necessary, of course, for the park authorities for

special parks to prepare annual estimates of

eligible expenditure for approval by their con

stituent authorities and by the Secretary of

State. We propose that the Secretary of State

should continue to look to the Commission to

assess and make recommendations on the ap

propriateness of these estimates before they

are approved.

8.4 One of the most difficult issues which we

have had to consider has been that of the oper

ation of planning legislation within the park

system. With the benefit of only very limited

consultations we have not been able to obtain

a full reflection of the views of others on this

question. We have, nevertheless, come firmly to

the conclusion that, except insofar as matters

reach the Secretary of State as the ultimate

planning authority under existing legislation,

the entire planning process from plan-making

through to development control should remain

the responsibility of the local government or

ganisation in Scotland. It is for this reason that
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we have proposed that in the special parks the

park authority should be comprised of a clear

majority — we suggest two-thirds — of elected

members appointed by constituent authorities

and the other one-third non-elected members

appointed by the Secretary of State to represent

the national interest. We would further suggest

that the chairmen of these special park auth

orities should be appointed from amongst the

elected members. Given this safeguard to the

democratic process, however, we propose that

the proper development and management of

special parks would require the delegation of

certain planning powers to the park authority.

8.5 Outwith the park system, we have sug

gested greater use of designation of Areas of

Special Planning Control under Section 9 of the

Countryside (Scotland) Act. This does not in

volve any new legislation so far as designation

is concerned. The process of designation in

volves proposals being made by the Country

side Commission for Scotland to the Secretary

of State who consults the local authorities con

cerned before issuing any order. In practice the

Commission would also consult the planning

authorities concerned before offering advice to

the Secretary of State on this question. We have

proposed, also, that within Areas of Special

Planning Control designated for this purpose

there should be an opportunity for management

agreements designed to protect or enhance the

landscape interest. We would envisage that

these agreements would be entered into by the

planning authority with the landowners con

cerned, and that any expenditure incurred

would be eligible for Exchequer supportthrough

the countryside grant arrangement.



CHAPTER 9: THE WAY AHEAD

9.1 In this review we have made comprehen
sive proposals for a park system and for land
scape conservation of areas of particular sig
nificance throughout Scotland. A summary of
our conclusions and recommendations is set
out in Appendix Il. These proposals are the
result of detailed consideration by the Com
mission over several years in the light of our
experience of attempting, within the limits of
existing legislation, to meet the recreational
demands existing and expected. We feel that
our proposals are soundly based and we hope
that they will be adopted by Government.

9.2 We have had the benefit of limited con
sultation about some of the ideas first set out
in our earlier discussion paper submitted to the
Select Committee on Land Resource Use in
Scotland and the proposals set out in this re
view take account of the advice which we have
received. We have not, however, been able to
consult as widely as we would have wished
and, particularly, we have not been able to seek
the views of those involved in local government
in Scotland. This we regard as the essentia
next step in the consideration of this issue. We
therefore propose that the Secretary of State
should either consult representatives of local
authorities in Scotland himself on these pro
posals or should authorise the Commission so
to do. Concurrently or immediately after this
consultation we propose that the report be pub
lished to allow for its wider consideration by
representative organisations and by the public
at large.
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9.3 Assuming general acceptance of our pro
posals or something very similar to them, we
take the view that the necessary legislation
should be enacted as quickly as possible. In

this way we will secure for the nation as a

whole the comprehensive opportunities which
are required for outdoor recreation whilst at the
same time conserving and enhancing the
natural beauty and amenity of the Scottish
countryside.
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APPENDIX I: BACKGROUND NOTE ON
THE UNITED NATIONS LIST
OF NATIONAL PARKS AND
EQUIVALENT RESERVES

1. The Second Edition of the UN World List
of National Parks and Equivalent Reserves lists
those national parks and reserves which satisfy
the definition approved by the Tenth General
Assembly of the IUCN in New Delhi in 1969.
This defines a national park as follows:

“A National Park is a relatively large area (a)
where one or several ecosystems are not
materially altered by human exploitation and
occupation, where plant and animal species,
geomorphological sites and habitats are of
special scientific, educative and recreative in
terest or which contain a natural landscape
of great beauty and (b) where the highest
competent authority of the country has taken
steps to prevent or eliminate as soon as pos
sible exploitation or occupation in the whole
area and to enforce effectively the respect of
ecological, geomorphological or aesthetic
features which have led to its establishment
and (c) where visitors are allowed to enter,
under special conditions, for inspirational,
educative, cultural and recreative purposes.”

2. The United Kingdom section of the UN List
comprises 74 areas — 56 National Nature Re
serves and 18 other reserves. The 10 National
Parks in England and Wales are mentioned, but
are not on the official list because they are not
considered to meet the criteria of the foregoing
definition. They are stated to be closely com
parable with the 35 Naturparke of the German
Federal Republic, which are similarly excluded
from the official list.

3. The 1969 definition was influenced by
national pressures from a number of countries,
notably the Australian States and Japan, to have
their parks included in the official UN list. The
definition has not been felt in many quarters to

have been a particularly happy or successful
solution to the problem and in September 1 972
the International Commission for National Parks
agreed that areas designated as national parks
could be the subject of a somewhat freer
interpretation, linked to a new classification
of Protected Areas prepared by IUCN compris
ing the following elements:

(i) Protected anthropological areas —

A— Natural biotic areas
B — Cultivated landscapes
C — Sites of special interest

(ii) Protected historical or archaeological
areas
A—Archaeological sites
B — Historical sites

(iii) Protected natural areas
A—Strict natural areas
B — Managed natural areas
C—Wilderness areas

4. The International Commission for National
Parks agreed that areas to be designated as
national parks should include any or all of the
foregoing three types of area, provided they
were open for public visitation which could be
combined with the primary function of nature
conservation through a system of zoning. In
this, one zone would be established in which
roads or other access ways may be constructed,
buildings or other structures to accommodate
tourism and park administrative functions may
be located, and in which appropriate recreation
facilities may be placed. This special tourism!
administrative zone would not be one desig
nated primarily for nature conservation, but
would be so delimited and located as to create
minimum interference with the nature conser
vation function of the park. To qualify for in
clusion in the United Nations List a national
park must include at least 1,000 hectares of
fully protected area falling within wilderness,
strict natural or managed natural zones.
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APPENDIX II: SUMMARY OF
CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

7. Within special parks certain planning func
tions should be delegated to park authorities.

(Chapter 5.14.)

1. The Commission does not suggest the
setting up in Scotland of National Parks in the
internationally accepted sense. (Chapter 3.)

2. A recreational system should be devised to
cater for the wide range of recreational activities
carried on in the Scottish countryside. (Chap
ter 4.)

3. Within this recreational system a park sys
tem should be developed designed to provide
for the planning and management of various
types of park by the appropriate level of local
government, with adequate financial support
from the Exchequer to reflect the national in
terest. (Chapter 5.)

4. The park system should provide for statu
tory recognition of regional parks and for setting
up park authorities to manage special parks.
(Chapter 5.6 at seq and 5.1 0 at seq.)

5. Expenditure by local authorities on running
regional parks should be eligible for countryside
grant. (Chapter 5.8.)

6. Expenditure by park authorities on running
special parks also should be eligible for country
side grant, but at a higher rate. (Chapter 5.11.)

8. Expenditure on management agreements

within regional and special parks should be

eligible for countryside grant. (Chapter 5.15.)

9. The measures used to secure the conserva

tion of particularly significant landscapes should

be improved by systematic use of the provisions

of Section 9 of the Countryside (Scotland) Act

1967. (Chapter 6.)

10. Expenditure upon management agree

ments within Areas of Special Planning Control

should be eligible for countryside grant. (Chap

ter 6.6.)

11. Special parks should be designated by the

Secretary of State. (Chapter 8.1.)

12. Regional parks should be designated by

Regional or General Planning Authorities and

Country Parks should be designated by Re

gional, General or District Planning Authorities.

(Chapter 8.2.)

13. Consultation with local authorities and a

wider public debate are proposed on the dis

cussion and recommendations in this report.

(Chapter 9.)
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